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ABSTRACT Kinetically controlled isothermal growth is fundamental to biological development, yet it remains challenging to rationally design molecular systems that self-assemble isothermally into complex geometries via prescribed assembly and disassembly pathways. By exploiting the programmable chemistry of base pairing, sophisticated spatial and temporal control have been demonstrated in DNA self-assembly, but largely as separate pursuits. By integrating temporal with spatial control, here we demonstrate the “developmental” self-assembly of a DNA tetrahedron, where a prescriptive molecular program orchestrates the kinetic pathways by which DNA molecules isothermally self-assemble into a well-defined three-dimensional wireframe geometry. In this reaction, nine DNA reactants initially coexist metastably, but upon catalysis by a DNA initiator molecule, navigate 24 individually characterizable intermediate states via prescribed assembly pathways, organized both in series and in parallel, to arrive at the tetrahedral final product. In contrast to previous work on dynamic DNA nanotechnology, this developmental program coordinates growth of ringed substructures into a three-dimensional wireframe superstructure, taking a step toward the goal of kinetically controlled isothermal growth of complex three-dimensional geometries.
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Molecular self-assembly, a fundamental process underlying the development and operation of biological organisms, has emerged as an important engineering paradigm for nanotechnology. Biological development controls molecular arrangement both spatially and temporally to produce a complex organism that robustly responds to its chemical and physical environment. By contrast, it has remained challenging to achieve sophisticated spatial and temporal control in an integrated fashion in rationally designed synthetic biomolecular systems.

There have been many recent advances in the design of sophisticated synthetic nucleic acid systems that enable either spatial or temporal control of molecular self-assembly, but these two capabilities have largely been relegated to separate realms. Past work in structural DNA nanotechnology, including the synthesis of ribbons, tubes, two- and three-dimensional extended crystals, and discrete objects, has largely had the goal of engineering static target structures, without an explicit focus on controlling the assembly order and transient dynamics of how individual units come together to produce such a target structure. Conversely, past work in dynamic DNA nanotechnology, including demonstrations of reconfigurable devices, autonomous logical circuits, dynamic self-assembling systems, and walkers, has typically focused on either engineering the transient interaction pattern of the individual molecular species to achieve desired computational or kinetic behavior, without explicit concern for the structural properties that the assembling and disassembling molecular species produce, or has introduced limited reconfigurability to an otherwise static structure.

To capture the complexity and robustness of molecular self-assembly demonstrated by the biological developmental process, it is necessary to design the temporal in addition to the spatial order of self-assembly. This would allow direct, molecular-scale kinetic control over the entire assembly pathway, rather than being limited to specification of the final structure only.
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Such a system would no longer need a thermal annealing step to initiate the assembly and encourage the dominance of the desired, lowest-energy product; the reaction could instead proceed isothermally and in situ with a molecular input to trigger the assembly. This would allow the construction of a “developmental” self-assembly system where a synthetic structure “grows” following prescribed kinetic assembly pathways organized both in series and in parallel, with some reactions occurring sequentially and others occurring simultaneously, ultimately developing into the desired complex target structure.

To address this largely unexplored challenge of integrating temporal control with spatial control in synthetic molecular self-assembly, we demonstrate here the rational design and kinetically controlled isothermal synthesis of a DNA tetrahedron with a well-defined three-dimensional wireframe structure. The assembly is the execution of a developmental molecular program specified using a reaction graph abstraction that describes the kinetic pathways by which the DNA reactants self-assemble and disassemble. This work builds on a previous demonstration of programming molecular self-assembly and disassembly pathways using a versatile DNA hairpin motif, to execute diverse molecular programs including catalytic formation of branched junctions, cross-catalytic circuitry, conditional assembly of dendritic structures, and autonomous locomotion. Unlike these previous demonstrations, the current molecular program yields a well-defined three-dimensional wireframe structure formed from closed rings. In contrast to DNA origami and tile-based approaches to structural DNA nanotechnology, our method is initiated by a catalytic molecular trigger, works isothermally within a wide temperature range, and follows a predetermined kinetic pathway. We envision that our strategy for rationally designing developmental molecular programs can be generalized to more complex three-dimensional wireframe constructions.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

**Kinetic Pathway Design.** The tetrahedron assembles from six hairpins, divided into A and B groups, and three cooperative hybridization complexes making up the C group (Figure 1a). The hairpins are designed with structures that initially keep key sequence domains, called toeholds, inaccessible; each hairpin can then be opened by a specific initiator strand, allowing the newly accessible toeholds to participate in downstream reactions. Cooperative hybridization complexes each bind to two initiators and are used in ring formation reactions. Thus, the reactants as a group are metastable, so that no reaction appreciably proceeds in the absence of the initiator, but in the presence of the initiator the assembly reaction happens autonomously and follows prescribed kinetic assembly pathways without the need for external intervention. The final product is a three-dimensional tetrahedron with edges 18 nm long, each containing five turns of DNA (Figure 1b).

The assembly of the tetrahedron represents the execution of a prescribed molecular program. The program is depicted as a reaction graph using a nodal abstraction that concisely describes the kinetic pathways by which DNA reactants self-assemble and disassemble. The reaction graph emphasizes the functional relationship between reactant complexes rather than the detailed structures of each reactant (Figure 1c). Each molecular species is represented by a node depicted as a black ring containing triangles representing input ports, and circles representing output ports. The initial state of a port is either ‘accessible’ (open symbol) or ‘inaccessible’ (solid symbol). The ports are functionally connected through an internal logic that toggles their states during the execution of the program, as described below. A developmental molecular program is written as a reaction graph by connecting complementary output and input ports on different nodes via either assembly operations (solid arrow) or disassembly operations (dashed arrow).

The reaction graph precisely defines which reactions must occur in series and which reactions may occur in parallel. For the tetrahedron, the reaction can only start with the assembly of I to A1, because this is the only assembly reaction where both participating ports (the output port on I and the input port on A1) are initially accessible. The B1 and A2 nodes cannot assemble with A1 until A1 has been opened (via assembly with I) and its output ports have become accessible, but these two assembly reactions are not dependent on each other because they are on separate branches downstream of the A1 assembly. This is in contrast with traditional thermodynamic assemblies, where all parts of each molecule are initially accessible, with no explicit control of assembly order (Figure 1c, right).

The ports each correspond to a physical region on a strand or complex that has a single function during the assembly process. For hairpins, the single input region is represented by an orange triangle, and the two output regions are colored according to their position: the blue ports overlap the loops, while the green ports overlap the tails. The nodal abstraction is capable of representing the state of the molecular program at various points in its execution: in a hairpin assembly reaction (Figure 1d, top), the hairpin input port and the corresponding initiator output port are both initially open, indicating that a reaction is possible. After assembly, a line is drawn between these ports indicating that they are now bound, and, importantly, the two output ports on the hairpin change state from closed to open. This corresponds to the structural change, where the 1st toehold on the single-stranded initiator
hybridizes with the exposed 1 toehold on the hairpin, beginning a strand displacement that opens the hairpin and exposes the two initially hidden toeholds 2* and 4*. A disassembly reaction (not shown) is represented by a dashed arrow, and represents the displacement of a previously assembled port with a new one.

This type of reaction is used in the tetrahedron to displace the initiator partway through the assembly, allowing it to catalyze the assembly of further tetrahedra. Cooperative complexes, rather than hairpins, were used for the ring forming reactions because they were observed to reduce the formation of aggregates.

Figure 1. Catalytic self-assembly of a DNA tetrahedron. (a) Overview of the reaction. (b) A computer-rendered model of the tertiary structure of the assembled tetrahedron. (c) The reaction graph of the developmental molecular program specifying kinetically controlled self-assembly (left) compared to a traditional self-assembly process that lacks pathway control (right). Solid and dashed arrows depict kinetically controlled assembly and disassembly operations; line segments depict assembly operations that are not kinetically controlled. (d) Execution schematics of two elementary reactions. Left, molecular structures; right, corresponding nodal abstractions, where lines are added to connect ports once assembly has occurred. Top, a hairpin assembly reaction. Bottom, a cooperative assembly reaction. (e) Execution of the developmental molecular program along one possible assembly pathway. Only active toehold domains are labeled in this figure, with newly hybridized toeholds labeled in pink. Top, molecular structures; bottom, corresponding nodal execution schematics. See Supporting Information Figure S1 for a schematic showing all sequence domains. (f) The full set of intermediates along the prescribed assembly pathways. A thre-letter code is used to identify each species as explained in the text. Species that are structurally congruent are linked by gray boxes. The numbers of assembled strands (excluding the initiator) for each row are displayed. The pathway in panel e corresponds to the reactions along the left edge of this figure.
and multimeric products, which are the result of intermolecular interactions outcompeting the desired intramolecular ones (see Supporting Information Section S3.3). Cooperative hybridization complexes contain two toeholds and are assembled into the growing complex only in the presence of both initiator domains (Figure 1d, bottom). This is because the singly bound intermediate is short-lived due to the fact that neither initiator domain can fully displace the protector strand by itself, leading to quick disassembly if the second initiator is not immediately available. In molecular terms, the depicted cooperative complex has two toeholds, 7 and 10. Upon binding to the exposed 7* toehold in the blue initiator, the protector strand is partially displaced. This initial reaction is by itself reversible; in the absence of the green initiator, the blue initiator will rapidly disassemble. However, if the green initiator with toehold 10 is also present, the 10 and 10* toeholds may then bind, allowing the protector strand to be completely and irreversibly displaced. In the tetrahedron, all cooperative assembly events are intended to occur intramolecularly, involving two initiator domains on the same molecule, and thus, each such assembly causes the formation of a ring. See Supporting Information Section S4 for additional details on the nodal abstraction and reaction graphs.

Figure 1e depicts an example execution trajectory for the molecular program. The top panel shows the molecular structures and the bottom panel shows the corresponding state of the molecular program using the nodal abstraction. The assembly begins with the sequential opening of the A1, A2, and A3 hairpins causing self-assembly of a three-arm junction corresponding to the first vertex of the tetrahedron (reactions 1–3). The initiator I is released upon completion of the junction (reaction 3), allowing it to catalyze the assembly of further tetrahedra. Next, each arm of this junction then extends to incorporate the B1, B2, and B3 reactants through another set of hairpin opening reactions (reactions 4–6). Finally, the overhanging portions of the B strands are involved in three ring forming reactions using a set of cooperative hybridization complexes incorporating the C1, C2, and C3 strands (reactions 7–9).

Because the assembly was designed to proceed in a branched fashion, the assembly of the three independent branches is not synchronized. Thus, there are multiple potential paths leading to the desired product, involving a total of 24 on-pathway intermediates (Figure 1f). We identify each intermediate of the tetrahedron formation with a three-letter code where each letter denotes the progress of one of the three branches of assembly. For example, in the intermediate ABA, A1 has been incorporated in the first branch, A2 and B2 are in the second branch, and A3 is in the third branch (note again that A2 incorporation is a prerequisite of B2 incorporation). Letter X is used to denote the lack of assembly of the A strand along the corresponding branch; if the third letter is X, the initiator I is still attached (for example, AAX contains A1, A2, and I). See Supporting Information Figure S3 for a detailed description of the codes. Note that complexes that are related by cyclic permutations of their abbreviations have congruent secondary structures; these are linked by gray boxes in the figure.

**Gel Electrophoresis Studies.** We studied the formation of the tetrahedron using a gel electrophoresis mobility shift assay (Figure 2), where each intermediate was individually synthesized by mixing the initiator with different subsets of the nine reactants of the tetrahedron assembly. We were able to observe the formation of each of the 24 possible intermediates as a distinct band in a native polyacrylamide gel (lanes 2–25). Intermediates with greater numbers of incorporated strands migrated more slowly, with the exception of the ring formation transitions, which tended to have unpredictable effects (e.g., BBX → CBX and BBA → CBA showed little mobility change, and BBB → CBB showed increased mobility). This is likely because the first ring formation reduces the angle between two of the arms from its natural angle to 60°, making the complex more compact. Groups of intermediates with congruent structures, linked by the gray boxes in the figure, were observed to have nearly identical mobility, consistent with our expectations. The band identified as the assembled tetrahedron (lane 26) had a mobility distinct from any of the intermediates. The lower-mobility bands above the tetrahedron band are hypothesized to be multimers of the tetrahedron structure, formed when assembly of the cooperative complexes cause the intermolecular joining of two different growing tetrahedra rather than the desired intramolecular ring forming reactions (Supporting Information Figure S4).

When all reactants except I were incubated together (lane 30), only a small amount of unintended “leakage” products was observed: 3.5% of the signal was in the product band and 80% was in the reactants band. When at least 0.25 equiv of I was included (lanes 26–28), the reaction proceeded to completion (that is, all A1 hairpins were consumed), indicating a catalytic turnover of at least 4. Typical yields of the tetrahedron varied between 20 and 40%, depending on concentration (Supporting Information Figure S5). At a higher reactant concentration (100 nM, lanes 1–30), the dominant side products were the higher-weight products, while at a lower concentration (10 nM, lanes 31–35), the dominant side products were intermediates of lower molecular weight. Varying the toehold lengths of the cooperative complexes was not observed to qualitatively improve the reaction yield (Supporting Information Figure S6).

We observed that the reaction yield was primarily bottlenecked by the ring-forming reactions. On the
Figure 2. Characterization of the tetrahedron assembly pathway. This is a gel electrophoresis mobility shift assay where lanes 1–25 show all on-pathway intermediates of the tetrahedron assembly, formed by mixing different subsets of reactants with the initiator. Gray boxes mark groups of intermediates that are structurally congruent and expected to have the same mobility, and the structures of the intended products are shown, as in Figure 1f. Lanes 26–35 show the analysis of catalytic turnover at two concentrations, showing reactions containing all nine reactants but varying concentrations of initiator I. These are 6% native polyacrylamide gels of assembly reactions containing 1 equiv of all reactants at the specified concentration, except A1 for which we used 0.9 equiv of a FAM fluorophore-labeled hairpin to observe incorporation yields. The initiator was included at 1 equiv unless otherwise specified in the figure. The assembly reactions were conducted at room temperature in TAE/Mg\(^{2+}\) buffer containing 12.5 mM Mg\(^{2+}\) over 19 h. The dotted line separates two gel slabs that were run at different times. The intensity of the FAM fluorescent label is shown in red, and SYBR Gold staining intensity is shown in blue; these channels are separated in Supporting Information Figure S2. See Supporting Information Figure S4 for an agarose gel of these same samples, in which the side products of higher molecular weight are well-resolved.

basis of analysis of Figure 2, the yield of BBB, the largest intermediate with no rings, was 83% for six hairpin incorporation events. However, the average yield of the seven intermediates containing one C strand, and thus one formed ring, dropped to 71%. With two C strands, the yield was reduced to 50%, and the yield of the full tetrahedron was only 19%. This drop in yield is likely the result of undesired intermolecular interactions outcompeting the desired intramolecular ring formation during the assembly of the cooperative complexes. This may be exacerbated by steric strain introduced in the ring formations. Although the single-nucleotide spacers and nicks at each junction were meant to relieve this strain, it is not clear if this was sufficient, and the use of longer single-stranded spacers at the vertices might further improve the yield.

Gel electrophoresis studies showed that the assembly is temperature-robust, working isothermally at temperatures in roughly the range 16–41 °C (Supporting Information Figure S7). At room temperature at 100 nM, the assembly reaction was observed to be complete after 9 h (Supporting Information Figure S8).

While the unique mobility of the CCC band indicates that all nine strands are incorporated into a single complex, additional assays are required to demonstrate ring formation and distinguish it from, for example, a large floppy three-arm junction. To demonstrate the ring formation, we conducted a fluorescence-quenching assay (Figure 3), using C strands functionalized with a fluorophore and optionally a quencher. The formation of each ring caused the fluorophore from one C molecule to become colocalized with the quencher on the neighboring strand, quenching the fluorescent signal. For example, lane 1 contained a CBB complex where a red fluorophore was attached to the C1 strand; as expected, a red fluorescent band was visible on the gel. Lane 2 contained a CCB complex where red and green fluorophores were, respectively, attached to the C1 and C2 strands; both red and green fluorescence were detected in the target band, as expected. Lane 3 showed another CCB complex which additionally had a quencher attached to the C2 strand; here, green but not red fluorescence signal was detected, indicating that proper ring formation had resulted in the colocalization of the quencher on C2 with the red fluorophore on C1, thus removing the red fluorescence from the product band. In the full tetrahedron, all three fluorophores were fully visible in the absence of quenchers (lane 10) but fully quenched when quenchers were added (lane 11), indicating that all three ring formations were simultaneously successful, and that the tetrahedron’s overall structure formed as designed.

Microscopy Studies. We further confirmed the correct formation of the geometric structures of the tetrahedron and its key intermediates using atomic force microscopy (AFM). BBB appeared as a three-arm
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junction, CBB as a single triangle, CCB as a double
triangle, and CCC as a flattened tetrahedron, all con-
sistent with their designed shapes (Figure 4a). Addi-
tionally, digestion at an intentionally engineered endo-
nuclease restriction site on a specific edge converted a
full tetrahedron back to a double triangle pattern
under AFM, as expected. The double triangle structure
contained two noncongruent types of vertices, which
were distinguished by attaching a streptavidin mole-
cule to one of them; digestion with either of two
endonucleases targeted to two different edges yielded
images of structures with the streptavidin on the
expected vertex, further confirming the correct forma-
tion of the full tetrahedron (Figure 4b).

CONCLUSIONS

We have extended the pathway-controlled DNA self-assembly approach, demonstrating the develop-
mental growth of a well-defined three-dimensional wireframe DNA tetrahedron, formed from meta-
stable reactants conditionally in the presence of a single-stranded trigger and through a kinetically pro-
grammed pathway. In particular, this is the first cataly-
tic self-assembly design that incorporates ring forming
events, a potentially useful topological primitive for the
growth of larger assemblies with well-defined geomet-
ries. Ring formation is challenging because the desired
intramolecular reaction that forms the ring must com-
pete with off-pathway intermolecular reactions that
lead to multimers and other aggregation side pro-
ducts. Using cooperative hybridization complexes for
the ring forming reactions appears to avoid significant
difficulties encountered with a set of noncooperative
designs (Supporting Information Section S3.3). We
believe that even greater improvements in yield could
be achieved by designing the geometry of ring form-
ing steps so that they do not require such large confor-
national changes in the molecule. This would
favor the desired intramolecular reaction both thermo-
dynamically and kinetically, because the reaction
would induce less strain and would have an increased
attempt frequency.

This work represents an advance over previous
attempts to control assembly order. One previous
approach imposes assembly order by designing differ-
ent parts of the structure to have distinct melting or
formation temperatures, usually by using binding do-
 mains of different lengths. The assembly events thus
occur in a particular order as the temperature is
lowered during the annealing process. This has been
used a number of times, including with some
polyhedra. However, such approaches typically
require external modulation of the assembly environ-
ment in the form of an annealing ramp, coupling the
assembly order to bulk environmental conditions such
as temperature. Also, while other approaches have
recently been demonstrated that work isothermally
within narrow ranges of temperatures, no explicit
assembly order control is designed in these systems. In
contrast, our approach allows direct, molecular-level
control of assembly order through complete pathway
engineering, is independent of bulk properties like
temperature, and operates isothermally over a wide
range of temperatures that includes biologically rele-
vant conditions.

Another route for direct isothermal molecular control
of assembly order is the algorithmic self-assembly of
static DNA tiles. Here, in a seeded growth system,
tiles are incorporated sequentially at particular positions, as directed by cooperative binding to neighboring tiles on the growth front. However, this tile-based approach is dependent upon the supersaturated nature of the tile species, and is limited to the specific geometry of tile-based lattices with a growth front. More broadly, this tile-based approach involves “static” monomers incorporated by simple binding to the growing structure without explicitly designed internal state changes. In contrast to “passive” assembly using static tiles, our “active” developmental self-assembly uses reconfigurable hairpins as assembling monomers that are capable of conditional configurational change and can implement both assembly and disassembly. An analytical model has found that methods using active components can in principle be exponentially faster than the corresponding passive methods. Developmental assembly with active components provides a more versatile, expressive molecular programming language for integrating temporal and spatial control, and a potentially more efficient method for the active construction of molecular structures.

Kinetically controlled developmental self-assembly mimics the well-orchestrated nature of biological reaction cascades, which operate autonomously and without the need for external intervention to maintain their function. The triggered, isothermal nature of our assembly methodology would allow the formation of complex structures to be integrated with nucleic acid computational circuits, allowing the use of structural changes as an output mode of logical computation. These could furthermore be interfaced with non-nucleic acid inputs such as proteins and small molecules through the use of aptamers, which would allow these systems to interact with the larger chemical world and respond in potentially intricate ways to their molecular environment. This methodology is additionally expected to be more amenable to in vivo...
applications, where thermal annealing is not an available mode of assembly. Thus, synthetic developmental self-assembly promises to open new doors to bridge computation, chemistry, and biology.

**EXPERIMENTAL METHODS**

**Sequence Design.** Motif design was performed by hand using principles described previously and in Supporting Information Section S3.1. Sequence design was performed with Multiobjective (version 1.0.2), a program that identifies and eliminates spurious hybridizations in the full hairpin system (manuscript in preparation), in association with Domain Design (DD) (version 0.2), which uses simple heuristics to evaluate the acceptability of candidate sequence domains. A local copy of NUPACK (version 3.0) was used by Multiobjective to generate base-pairing probabilities for further analysis. See Supporting Information Section S3.2 for more sequence design details. See Supporting Information Section S5 for designed sequences.

**Strand Synthesis.** DNA strands were synthesized and purified by Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT), including strands containing phosphates and fluorophores. For the fluorescent C strands used in the fluorescence-quenching assay only, we ordered the strands in two halves, ligated them using 27 U/µL of T4 DNA ligase at a DNA concentration of 27 nM at 16 °C for 2 h, and purified the product by denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis. In all cases, we quantitated the concentrations of DNA stock solutions by measuring the ultraviolet light absorption at 260 nm with the microvolume pedestal of a NanoDrop 2000c spectrophotometer, taking the average of measurements of three samples for each strand, and using extinction coefficients provided by IDT to calculate the concentration of each strand.

**Sample Preparation.** The hairpin strands were separately heated to 95 °C for 5 min and allowed to cool to room temperature over about 20 min. Cooperative hybridization complexes were annealed in the same way, except that 1.5 equiv of the Cp strands was combined with 1 equiv of the C strand before annealing. The desired reactants were then combined to a final concentration of 100 nM (Figure 2, lanes 1–3 and Figure 4) or 10 nM (Figure 2, lanes 31–35 and Figure 3) of each reactant except A1, for which 0.9 equiv was used instead in order to obviate the effects of inaccuracies in stoichiometry and assist in calculation of the yield. The assembly reactions were performed at room temperature over about 20 h in TAE/Mg2+ buffer containing 40 mM Tris base, 20 mM acetic acid, 12.7 mM EDTA, and 12.5 mM MgCl2.

For the formation assay (Figure 2), an A1 strand incorporating a fluorescent label was used instead of the regular A1 strand. For the fluorescence-quenching assay (Figure 3), the C strands each had a different fluorophore on one end and an optional quencher on the other, as described in the figure caption. For the CCC samples in the atomic force microscopy studies (Figure 4a), we used C strands that contained phosphates on their 5’-ends; this was not expected to affect the assembly. For the streptavidin labeling experiment (Figure 4b), we used an A2 strand containing a 5’ biotin.

For the atomic force microscopy studies, the samples were purified by ultracentrifugation in a 15–45% glycerol gradient in 1× TAE/Mg2+ for 3 h at 50,000 rpm. Fractions of 100 µL were taken from the centrifuge tube, and the fractions containing the desired product were identified by native gel electrophoresis. The glycerol was not removed after the purifications, meaning that subsequent manipulations were performed in buffer containing about 20% glycerol.

**Gel Electrophoresis.** The gels in Figures 2 and 3 were precast 6% native polyacrylamide gels run at 100 V for 55 min at 21 °C using 1× TBE running buffer. For each lane, 4 µL of the reaction mixture was mixed with an equal amount of 2× native loading buffer containing a small amount of bromophenol blue in 2× TAE/Mg2+ buffer and 10% glycerol. Then, 4 µL of this mixture containing 0.2 µmol of the specified complex was then loaded into the gel.

The gels were imaged with a Typhoon FLA 9000 gel scanner. The gels in Figure 2 and the right side inset of Figure 3 were stained in SYBR Gold for about 20 min before imaging; all other gels were unstained. For Figure 2, we imaged the gel stained using the fluorescent label, and then stained it and reimaged the same gel. The two images were then manually overlaid.

We quantitated the yield by dividing the fluorescence intensity of the desired product by the intensity of the entire lane in the fluorescently labeled channel (shown as red) in Figure 2, using ImageQuant TL. We used automatic band detection for the bands representing the desired product, and the reactants band if it was present. We then defined multimers as the lane area with lower mobility than the desired product band, and intermediates as the lane area between the product and reactants band. For background subtraction, we used the rolling ball method with a radius of 500.

**Atomic Force Microscopy.** The samples in Figure 4a were imaged directly after glycerol purification. For the streptavidin labeling experiment (Figure 4b), the appropriate digestion buffer was added after assembly to a final concentration of 1×, and the structures were digested with one of the two restriction endonucleases BstZ17I or Scal-HF at a concentration of 1 U/µL at 37 °C for 2 h. The structures were then incubated with a 10× solution of streptavidin for 30 min and then glycerol purified.

For imaging, we added to a freshly cleaved mica surface, 30 µL of filtered 5× TAE/Mg2+ buffer, followed by 30 µL of a 10 mM solution of NiCl2 to increase the strength of the DNA–mica binding. After 5 min, we added 10–30 µL of the glycerol-purification fraction containing our desired product. AFM images were obtained using a Multimode 8 scanning probe microscope with a Digital Instruments Nanoscope V controller. Images were collected in aqueous phase using tapping mode, using the short and thin cantilevers in the SNL-10 silicon nitride cantilever chip. Within each of the two panels of Figure 4, the images were all generated using the same tip.
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